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Abstract 

Background Two years into the COVID-19 pandemic and with more than five million deaths worldwide, the health-
care establishment continues to struggle with every new wave of the pandemic resulting from a new coronavirus 
variant. Research has demonstrated that there are variations in the symptoms, and even in the order of symptom 
presentations, in COVID-19 patients infected by different SARS-CoV-2 variants (e.g., Alpha and Omicron). Textual data 
in the form of admission notes and physician notes in the Electronic Health Records (EHRs) is rich in information 
regarding the symptoms and their orders of presentation. Unstructured EHR data is often underutilized in research 
due to the lack of annotations that enable automatic extraction of useful information from the available extensive 
volumes of textual data.

Methods We present the design of a COVID Interface Terminology (CIT), not just a generic COVID-19 terminology, 
but one serving a specific purpose of enabling automatic annotation of EHRs of COVID-19 patients. CIT was con-
structed by integrating existing COVID-related ontologies and mining additional fine granularity concepts from clini-
cal notes. The iterative mining approach utilized the techniques of ’anchoring’ and ’concatenation’ to identify potential 
fine granularity concepts to be added to the CIT. We also tested the generalizability of our approach on a hold-out 
dataset and compared the annotation coverage to the coverage obtained for the dataset used to build the CIT.

Results Our experiments demonstrate that this approach results in higher annotation coverage compared to exist-
ing ontologies such as SNOMED CT and Coronavirus Infectious Disease Ontology (CIDO). The final version of CIT 
achieved about 20% more coverage than SNOMED CT and 50% more coverage than CIDO. In the future, the concepts 
mined and added into CIT could be used as training data for machine learning models for mining even more con-
cepts into CIT and further increasing the annotation coverage.

Conclusion In this paper, we demonstrated the construction of a COVID interface terminology that can be utilized 
for automatically annotating EHRs of COVID-19 patients. The techniques presented can identify frequently docu-
mented fine granularity concepts that are missing in other ontologies thereby increasing the annotation coverage.
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Background
Electronic Health Records (EHRs) provide a system-
atic account of patient health information to authorized 
users in a real time setting in a secure manner. EHRs 
include information related to patient demograph-
ics, past medical history, medications, vital signs, tests, 
day-to-day progress, discharge summaries, etc. An EHR 
stores information in both structured forms (e.g., medi-
cation lists, numeric test results, demographic data) and 
unstructured text (e.g., admission notes, progress notes, 
discharge summaries). Extensive research has been con-
ducted utilizing the structured part of EHRs, which is 
easily accessible with diagnostic/procedure/medication 
terms which correspond to concepts from standard ter-
minologies. Analyzing unstructured textual data in EHRs 
for extracting concepts related to medical problems, pro-
cedures, treatments, etc., is a widely researched topic in 
clinical natural language processing (NLP) [1–10]. Con-
ventionally, medical text is manually annotated, e.g., 
to generate data for training different machine learning 
models. Due to privacy laws, among other issues, curat-
ing a large, publicly available, expertly annotated medical 
text corpus is difficult. Annotating clinical text requires 
substantial medical expertise and is expensive and time-
consuming. Using machine learning is an alternative to 
using human expertise, but it requires high quality train-
ing data. Situations such as the COVID-19 pandemic, 
where fast research is essential, accentuate the need for 
alternative approaches that are fast and effective for pre-
paring training data for annotating EHRs to cope with 
rapidly changing scenarios.

In the absence of manually annotated datasets, off-
the-shelf annotation systems [11–13] can be used by 
researchers and medical practitioners to annotate medi-
cal data. These annotation systems rely on biomedi-
cal terminologies and ontologies to identify, extract, 
and normalize concepts from clinical text. In addition, 
rule-based engines and curated abbreviation/acronym 
dictionaries are incorporated to improve the overall 
performance. Even though these annotation systems 
have demonstrated reasonable performance across vari-
ous NLP tasks, they have several limitations regarding 
annotation of EHR notes. The quality of the annotations 
is highly dependent on the terminology or ontology to 
which the concepts are mapped. For example, concept 
extraction and mapping tools such as MetaMap [12] and 
cTAKES [13] use the Unified Medical Language Sys-
tem (UMLS) Metathesaurus [14] which combines terms 
from more than 200 source vocabularies (but is not 
itself a terminology) and hence is highly redundant and 
error-prone.

Standard reference terminologies do not con-
tain many of the medical phrases that are frequently 

recorded in EHRs. For example, the COVID-19 pan-
demic has led to the rapid discovery of new phenom-
ena such as the Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome 
in Children (MIS-C), Post-acute sequelae of COVID-
19 (PASC) known as "long COVID," and recently, 
the COVID-19 Associated Pulmonary Aspergillosis 
(CAPA). Existing terminologies and ontologies did not 
contain concepts for such new phenomena, whether 
they were general purpose terminologies such as 
SNOMED CT [15], or COVID-specific ontologies like 
CIDO [16].

In addition, the design principles of many termi-
nologies (such as easy maintainability) do not favor 
including finer granularity concepts. The common radi-
ology findings in COVID-19 infections such as bilateral 
ground-glass opacities, parenchymal fibrotic bands, and 
interlobular septal thickening as identified by various 
studies [17–19] are of fine granularity and are not repre-
sented in reference terminologies. However, they are of 
practical importance and correspond to "chunks" in cog-
nitive psychology [20–22]. These chunks often include 
words that describe generic concepts (e.g., consolida-
tion, lobular) and those do exist in reference terminolo-
gies. For annotating EHRs it is important to capture such 
chunks as they express units of thought of medical pro-
fessionals writing the EHR notes. Hence, the annotations 
using only standard reference terminologies/ontologies 
are incomplete and insufficient, resulting in a loss of 
information. Note that many finer granularity terms used 
in EHRs for other specialties, are not concepts in clinical 
terminologies. Some such terms in cardiology which are 
not concepts in SNOMED CT are: tricuspid valve endo-
carditis, inspiris valve, patch closure of aortic root abscess 
and atrial fistula.

To further demonstrate this issue, consider Fig.  1(a), 
which shows the manual annotations for an excerpt from 
the 2010 i2b2/VA challenge [1]. Figures (b), (c), (d) show 
annotations using NCBO Annotator [11] with SNOMED 
CT, MetaMap Lite [23], and cTAKES [13] (both use the 
UMLS Metathesaurus). While burst of atrial fibrillation 
is the ground truth annotation, none of the above anno-
tation systems can capture this chunk, as it is not present 
in the reference terminologies. This scenario highlights 
a gap in utilizing existing terminologies for annotating 
clinical corpora.

We note that “post-coordination” supported by 
SNOMED CT [24, 25], can be used to construct fine 
granularity concepts from simple ones. However, when 
mining a phrase, it is difficult for human experts to deter-
mine whether component concepts to be post-coordi-
nated already exist. Automated methods for building 
post-coordinated expressions have had limited success 
[26].
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In this paper, we address these issues and propose the 
curation of a COVID Interface Terminology (CIT) that 
would support the annotation of EHRs of COVID-19 
patients. The design principle of interface terminology is 
application-oriented with a focus to maximize utilization 
by the end-users [35]. Thus, it can contain fine granular 
concepts corresponding to phrases found in EHR notes. 
Furthermore, interface terminologies maintain a richer 
synonym content and contain colloquial usages and 
common medical terms. Hence, CIT can be enriched 
by incorporating fine granularity concepts which can be 
mined from EHRs, since the best source for phrases for 
annotation of EHR notes is the EHR notes themselves.

In this paper, we describe how we constructed a 
COVID Interface Terminology (CIT) from radiology 
case studies of COVID-19 patients based on Radiopae-
dia, which is “a wiki-based international collaboration 
with the mission to create the best radiology reference” 
[27]. A prior preliminary study performed on a differ-
ent dataset [28] explored the feasibility of our curation 
approach without testing its generalizability [29]. In the 
current paper, we demonstrate the generalizability of our 
approach by evaluating the CIT on a held-out test dataset 
of radiology case studies of COVID patients.

We used automated text mining techniques for extract-
ing fine granularity phrases from clinical text for their 
addition into the CIT. Since these are brute-force tech-
niques, a one-time review by domain experts was 
required before addition into the CIT. In a second phase 
of enriching the CIT, the concepts added to it based on 

text mining can serve as training data for Machine Learn-
ing (ML) models. Applying ML methods will enable 
further addition of more concepts into the CIT, thereby 
increasing the percentage of the successfully annotated 
text of the processed EHR notes.

The resulting CIT will enable automatic annotation of 
any textual COVID-related EHR note, with sufficiently 
high annotation coverage to improve research into the 
rich clinical knowledge hidden in the EHR notes. It was 
observed (by Wang et  al. [30]) that the structured EHR 
data is not sufficient for identifying all the PASC symp-
toms, because descriptions of most symptoms are 
manifested in the clinical notes in a nuanced way. For 
developing a Post-Acute Sequelae of COVID-19 (PASC) 
symptom lexicon, they extracted the symptoms from 
clinical notes utilizing the MTERMS NLP tool [31] and 
the lexicon was iteratively refined and evaluated. Anno-
tated EHR notes provide substantial support for such 
research where the nuanced descriptions of various 
aspects of a disease provide added value, compared to the 
use of structured EHR data alone.

We emphasize that CIT is not designed as a generic 
COVID-19 terminology, but as an interface terminology 
for one application—annotation of EHR notes of COVID-
19 patients. In the current study, we set to explore with a 
relatively small dataset whether this approach is indeed 
capable of meaningfully increasing the annotation cover-
age. We plan a follow-up full scale study with 5000 EHR 
notes for which we expect a larger annotation cover-
age of about 75–80%, since a larger dataset will contain 

Fig. 1 a Ground truth annotations from the 2010 i2b2/VA challenge, b annotations using NCBO Annotator with SNOMED CT as the target 
terminology, c annotations using MetaMap Lite with UMLS, and d annotations using cTAKES with UMLS
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more commonly used terms. This sample will be com-
posed to reflect proper age/gender/race/ethnic distribu-
tion of patients and will be selected from different time 
periods to reflect the developments in the variants of the 
COVID-19 disease and the treatments available. Such 
annotation will capture most of the relevant knowledge 
in the EHR notes and will enable extensive research into 
the rich knowledge hidden in the unstructured EHR 
notes of COVID-19 patients.

Annotation tools
Several annotation tools have been developed to extract 
information from the biomedical literature and clinical 
text. One of the earliest attempts to use NLP methods 
to automatically encode data was the Medical Language 
Extraction and Encoding system (MedLEE) [32]. MedLEE 
was developed at Columbia University and extracts clini-
cal concepts from textual data along with a set of modi-
fiers. A group of researchers at the Brigham and Women’s 
Hospital and Harvard Medical School developed the 
Health Information Text Extraction (HITEx) [33] soft-
ware, an open-source clinical NLP system that is incor-
porated into the i2b2 toolset. Two of the most widely 
used tools in the biomedical field are MetaMap [12] and 
cTAKES [13]. MetaMap was developed by the National 
Library of Medicine (NLM) and maps concepts extracted 
from biomedical and clinical text to concepts in the Uni-
fied Medical Language System (UMLS). The Clinical Text 
Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES) 
[13], uses a combination of rule-based and machine 
learning techniques to extract and normalize concepts 
for inclusion into the UMLS.

QuickUMLS [34] is yet another tool that maps 
extracted concepts to concepts in the UMLS Metathe-
saurus. NCBO Annotator [11] takes a broader approach 
by enabling concepts extracted from text to be mapped to 
any ontology that is uploaded on BioPortal [35]. Another 
set of annotation tools such as PubTator [36] and BERN 
[37] focuses on identifying only specific entity types like 
genes, diseases, chemicals, etc. Tools such as CLAMP 
[38] that are trained with manually annotated datasets 
using machine learning and deep learning techniques can 
support the annotation of a wide variety of entity types 
based on the training set.

Interface terminologies
Reference Terminologies (RTs) have been widely used in 
healthcare to support billing, insurance, data analysis, 
and decision support systems. However, RTs often fail 
to represent information with the same granularity and 
clarity as documented by physicians in EHR notes. Thus, 
Interface Terminologies (ITs) were developed to “bridge 
the gap between information that is in the physician’s 

mind and information that can be interpreted by com-
puter applications.” [39] They contain clinical jargon, col-
loquial usages and are richer in synonym content than 
RTs. The differences between the two have been a subject 
of extensive research [40–42]. Rosenbloom et al. [43–48] 
defined several evaluation metrics such as quantity and 
quality of assertional knowledge, adequacy of synonymy, 
balancing pre-/post-coordination, etc. for improving and 
evolving interface terminologies. One recommended 
approach [44] is to start the construction of an interface 
terminology from an existing reference terminology or 
its subhierarchies rather than starting from scratch. Fol-
lowing this recommendation, we constructed the initial 
version of CIT by integrating existing COVID ontologies/
terminologies.

Existing COVID‑19 ontologies/terminologies
To expedite research on COVID-19, and to support 
extraction, linking, and standardization of coronavirus-
related entities, a number of COVID-19 ontologies have 
been developed. NCBO BioPortal [44] hosts several of 
them. The largest among them is the Coronavirus Infec-
tious Disease Ontology (CIDO) [16] developed with the 
aim to provide a standardized “representation of various 
coronavirus infectious diseases, including their etiology, 
transmission, pathogenesis, diagnosis, prevention, and 
treatment.” [16, 49] CIDO ensures interoperability by fol-
lowing the OBO Foundry [50] principles and integrating 
concepts from about 20 other ontologies such as ChEBI 
[51], UBERON [52], GO [53], NDF-RT [54], and HPO 
[55]. The latest release of CIDO on BioPortal contains 
8775 classes (concepts) and continues to be updated. For 
summarization and visualization of CIDO see [56].

Another COVID-19 related ontology on BioPortal is 
the COVID-19 ontology [57] (2270 concepts). It cov-
ers concepts related to cell types, genes, and proteins 
involved in virus-host-interactions, as well as medical 
and epidemiological concepts relevant to COVID-19 
[57, 58]. Compared to CIDO, it includes more concepts 
related to various symptoms caused by the disease.

Two more moderately sized COVID-related ontologies 
are the COVID-19 Infectious Disease Ontology (IDO-
COVID-19) [59] (486 concepts) and the World Health 
Organization’s (WHO) COVID-19 Rapid Version CRF 
semantic data model (COVIDCRFRAPID) [60] (398 con-
cepts). IDO-COVID-19 is an extension of the Infectious 
Disease Ontology (IDO) [61] and the Virus Infectious 
Disease Ontology (VIDO) [62]. Additionally, BioPortal 
contains two small ontologies, the COVID-19 Surveil-
lance Ontology (COVID19) [63] (32 concepts), and the 
COviD-19 Ontology for Cases and Patient information 
(CODO) [64] (90 concepts).
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Besides the ontologies available on BioPortal, another 
open-source ontology is the ACT COVID Ontology v3.0 
(2446 concepts) that is accessible via GitHub [65] as set 
of SQL files. This ontology supports cohort identification 
and related research by incorporating terms related to 
diagnosis, procedures, and medication codes from ICD 
[66], LOINC [67], CPT [68] and NDC [69]. In addition to 
these, the UMLS, SNOMED CT [15], and LOINC contain 
lists of concepts related to COVID-19 on their respective 
websites that were incorporated over time.

Dataset–radiology case studies
As alluded to above, large publicly available annotated 
datasets are a scarce resource in the clinical domain. 
While corpora of scientific papers related to COVID-19 
[70, 71], annotated COVID-19 clinical trial corpus [72], 
and database sharing statistics of EHR prevalence rates 
[73] are available, we are not aware of a publicly available 
annotated clinical text corpus for COVID-19. A study 
has been performed on extracting COVID-19 diagnoses 
and symptoms from clinical text, but the dataset is not 
yet publicly available [74]. Hence, in this study, we used 
radiology case studies of COVID-19 patients available 
on Radiopaedia [27]. Radiology reports including Com-
puted Tomography (CT) scans and X-rays play an essen-
tial role in the diagnosis and treatment of COVID-19. For 
this research, we used COVID-19 radiology case studies 
posted on the Radiopaedia.org website [27]. Each case 
study includes the patient’s age and sex, medical history, 
symptoms of the presentation, detailed chest CT and 
X-ray illustration and descriptions, diagnosis, and discus-
sion [27].

Materials and methods
Dataset
We extracted 166 radiology case studies of COVID-19 
patients from Radiopaedia [27]. Radiopaedia guidelines 
for uploading case studies include detailed instructions 
on copyright, plagiarism, and de-identification of both 
textual and image data following HIPAA guidelines. For 
our study, we collected only textual information, which 
includes diagnosis, study findings, and a detailed discus-
sion section. We used a random sample of 132 (80%) case 
studies (DSbuild) for building the CIT and reserved the 
remaining 34 (20%) case studies (DStest) for testing. We 
evaluated our methods by measuring the performance 
that would be obtained when annotating DStest, the part 
of the sample that was not utilized for the construction 
of CIT.

Building COVID interface terminology (CIT)
An overview of the proposed approach for building the 
CIT is illustrated in the flowchart of Fig. 2. The approach 

consists of three steps: (1) Creating an initial CIT, (2) 
Adding auxiliary concepts to the initial CIT, and (3) Min-
ing chunks to enrich the CIT. Below we describe the 
steps in detail.

Creation of initial COVID interface terminology (ICIT)
Several COVID-related ontologies have been made avail-
able on repositories such as BioPortal. Instead of start-
ing from scratch, we integrated concepts from these 
ontologies to create the Initial CIT (ICIT). The Corona-
virus Infectious Disease Ontology (CIDO) is the largest 
publicly available COVID-related ontology. It contains 
concepts related to the etiology, transmission, diagno-
sis, treatment, etc., of COVID-19. CIDO also incorpo-
rates several relationships including part of, occurs in, 
treatment for, regulated by, and infects. Hence, we used 
CIDO as the basis and added concepts from the follow-
ing ontologies: COVID-19, IDO-COVID-19, COVIDCR-
FRAPID, COVID19, and CODO. We note that many of 
these ontologies follow the OBO Foundry principles and 
hence have a significant overlap among their concepts. 
During the integration process, we eliminated these 
duplicate concepts. In addition to the above-mentioned 
ontologies, we also added COVID-related concepts from 
the ACT COVID ontology, SNOMED CT, LOINC, and 
the UMLS. The synonyms of a concept across different 
ontologies were grouped under a single concept ID. For 
example, some of the synonyms of the concept COVID-
19 are COVID19, SARS-CoV-2 infection, 2019 Novel 
Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) infection, and Disease caused 
by 2019-nCoV. To automate the elimination of duplicate 
concepts and identification of synonyms of existing con-
cepts, the concepts from the above-mentioned ontologies 
were added, one at a time, maintaining a list of all exist-
ing concepts and performing a string match (exact/fuzzy) 
whenever a new concept is added. Exact matching helps 
to eliminate duplicate concept names, while fuzzy match-
ing helped to identify possible synonyms. These syno-
nyms were manually reviewed and were grouped under 
respective concept IDs.

Adding auxiliary concepts to ICIT
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has 
determined that patients with certain preexisting medical 
conditions are more likely to get severely ill from COVID-
19 [75]. Some examples of such co-morbidities are cancer, 
chronic kidney disease, chronic lung disease, diseases of the 
immune system, dementia, diabetes, cardiovascular dis-
eases, and obesity, as well as smoking and substance abuse 
disorders. Similar issues exist for patients of advanced age, 
with accumulating research showing that different variants 
of the coronavirus affect different age groups differently. 
Information regarding these co-morbidities and conditions 
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is often scattered over different sections in the EHR notes 
such as prior medical history and social history. Even 
though these conditions are not symptoms of COVID, it is 
important to identify and extract the corresponding con-
cepts from EHR notes and add them to CIT, as they play 
a major role in providing precautions and preventive care 
and in determining the severity and recommended course 
of treatment for high-risk patients. We used SNOMED 
CT [15], the most comprehensive clinical terminology, 
for identifying these auxiliary concepts and for enhancing 
ICIT with them.

In Fig.  3, we show an excerpt of EHR notes where the 
concepts present in ICIT are highlighted in pink and the 
auxiliary concepts present in SNOMED CT (but not pre-
sent in ICIT) are highlighted in green. The auxiliary con-
cepts include the patient’s prior medical conditions such as 
nephrolithiasis and prostate cancer and other clinical con-
cepts such as strep throat, and radiotherapy. Yet another 
type of auxiliary concepts appearing in clinical notes 
include generic terms related to temporal information (e.g., 

time, duration, frequency) such as week, monthly, per hour, 
etc.

The process of identifying auxiliary concepts for enhanc-
ing ICIT involves the following steps: (1) Annotate DSbuild 
with concepts from ICIT, (2) Annotate DSbuild with con-
cepts from SNOMED CT, (3) Identify a list of concepts that 
are annotated by SNOMED CT but not by ICIT to extract 
auxiliary concepts. For this, we created a program to cal-
culate the DIFF (set difference) between the text segments 
annotated with SNOMED CT and those annotated with 
ICIT:

(4) Organize the DIFF concepts into separate hierarchies, 
according to their kinds, and integrate them with ICIT 
to form the zeroth version of CIT  (CIT_V0). The details 
regarding the annotation process are described below.

(1)

DIFF = DSbuild annotated with SNOMED CT

− DSbuild annotated with ICIT

Fig. 2 A flowchart of the steps involved in building the COVID Interface Terminology (CIT)

Fig. 3 An excerpt from the EHR of a COVID patient with concepts present in ICIT (highlighted in pink) and auxiliary concepts from SNOMED CT 
missing in ICIT (highlighted in green)
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Annotation: To support our methodology, the anno-
tation tool used needs to satisfy the following require-
ments. Firstly, we need a general-purpose tool that 
supports all entity types and is not restricted to just dis-
ease, chemicals, genes, etc. Secondly, manually annotated 
public EHR datasets are not available for COVID-19 
and hence annotation tools that require annotated data-
sets for training cannot be used. Finally, we use an itera-
tive approach to build the CIT, creating several versions 
along the way while annotating DSbuild with each version 
to extract new phrases that could correspond to medi-
cal concepts. Hence, we require a tool that can annotate 
text using concepts from different versions of CIT that 
we created. Several systems satisfy the first two require-
ments (e.g., MetaMap, QuickUMLS, cTAKES), but fail to 
meet the final requirement as these systems are designed 
to use concepts from the UMLS Metathesaurus for 
annotation.

We use the NCBO Annotator [11] as our annotation 
tool, because it fulfills all three requirements. It is pos-
sible to upload new terminologies into NCBO BioPor-
tal [35]. These new terminologies can then, in turn, be 
used by the NCBO Annotator for annotating text. Thus, 
we uploaded consecutively better versions of the CIT 
into BioPortal and used each version in turn to annotate 
DSbuild to derive the next version of CIT.

Mining chunks to enrich CIT
To extract fine granularity phrases (chunks) that are not 
present in  CIT_V0, we used two operations—concatena-
tion and anchoring.

Extracting Phrases by Concatenation: To apply con-
catenation, we first annotate DSbuild with  CIT_V0. We 
observed that fine granularity phrases often contain one 
or more generic concepts that are already present in ref-
erence terminologies. Concatenation combines two or 
more concepts that are adjacent to each other in DSbuild 
to form a fine granularity phrase that we propose as a 
fine granularity concept. If there are stop words between 
two adjacent concepts in DSbuild, we also include them 
in the concatenated phrase. In Fig.  4, we show, using 
overbars, all possible phrases that are obtained by con-
catenation of annotated  CIT_V0 concepts (highlighted). 
For example, the phrase extensive bilateral pulmonary 
infection is obtained by concatenating three generic 

concepts—extensive, bilateral, and pulmonary infection. 
Opacification in both lungs is an example where stop 
words are included.

All the phrases obtained by concatenation along with 
their context (the sentence in which each phrase appears) 
are manually reviewed to filter out the phrases that 
should be included in the CIT. We note that since con-
catenation is a brute-force technique, not all the phrases 
obtained are candidates for inclusion into the CIT (e.g., 
defined air in Fig.  4). During the review process, such 
phrases are eliminated and added to a list of rejected 
phrases so that they are not considered for review in 
the subsequent iterations. This reduces the number of 
phrases to be reviewed in the following iterations con-
siderably. The review process is discussed in detail 
under subheading “Review Process” below. The accepted 
phrases are added to  CIT_V0 to obtain  CIT_V1.1.

Extracting Phrases by Anchoring: Anchoring is applied 
after annotating DSbuild using NCBO Annotator with 
concepts from  CIT_V1.1 (which includes the accepted 
phrases obtained by concatenation). Anchoring extracts 
phrases by adding an unannotated word to the left, right, 
or on both sides of an already existing concept in the 
annotated DSbuild. As with concatenation, we allow stop 
words in between. We represent the anchoring operation 
using the three rules below:

In these rules, we define sw* (* denotes the Kleene star 
[76]) to mean 0 or more stop words and w1 and w2 are 
unannotated words appearing to the left or right of an 
annotated concept.

The phrase airspace opacification (Fig. 5) is an example 
of a phrase obtained by applying Rule 1, where a left word 
is added to the existing concept opacification. Similarly, 
air bronchograms and progression of changes are example 
phrases obtained by applying Rule 2, with the stop word 
"of" included in the last example.

As for concatenation, all the phrases obtained by 
anchoring, along with their context, are passed on to 

Rule 1 : w1 + sw∗

+ [annotated concept]

Rule 2 : [annotated concept] + sw∗

+ w1

Rule 3 : w1 + sw∗

+ [annotated concept] + sw∗

+ w2

Fig. 4 An excerpt from a Radiopaedia case study [27] showing phrases obtained by concatenation, represented by overbars, of existing concepts in 
 CIT_V0 (highlighted)
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expert reviewers, and only the accepted phrases are 
added to  CIT_V1.1 to obtain  CIT_V1.2. The rejected 
phrases are stored and are automatically excluded from 
consideration, should they be generated again during a 
later iteration.

Consecutive iterations of concatenation and anchoring
The CIT is enriched with fine granularity phrases by 
performing alternating iterations of concatenation and 
anchoring. We note that phrases obtained by concatena-
tion, may be combined with unannotated words by per-
forming anchoring in a successive iteration. Similarly, 
phrases obtained by anchoring may be concatenated in 
the next iteration to form new fine granularity phrases. 
Figure 5 illustrates an example of the latter case in which 
peripheral consolidations obtained by anchoring will, 
in the next iteration, be concatenated with “bilateral” to 
obtain bilateral peripheral consolidations. Another such 
example is bilateral airspace opacification. In Fig. 6, the 
concept ill-defined bilateral hazy opacities is obtained 
by concatenation of three phrases, two of which are 
obtained earlier by anchoring.

In fact, the only concepts added in consecutive itera-
tions are those that combine concepts that were added 
in the previous iteration. The reason is that, if a phrase 
mined in a later iteration contains only concepts from 
 CIT_V0, it should have already been mined in the first 
iteration of concatenation or anchoring. Such a concept 
was either already added to  CIT_V0 upon review or was 
rejected. If it was rejected, then it is stored as a rejected 
phrase and will not be reconsidered.

After every iteration of concatenation and anchor-
ing, we perform a check for convergence. The process of 
building the CIT is defined to converge when the sum of 
the number of accepted phrases obtained by concatena-
tion and anchoring in one iteration falls below a given 
threshold value. In this study, we use a threshold of 50.

Review process
The phrases obtained by concatenation/anchoring in 
each iteration were reviewed by three reviewers (VK, SZ, 
and LL). Each review proceeded through three rounds. 
The reviewers were provided with the list of phrases 
obtained by concatenation/anchoring along with the 
context (the sentence) in which each phrase appears. In 
the first round, each reviewer independently reviewed 
the phrases for inclusion/exclusion in CIT and submit-
ted the final decisions to the review moderator (LZ). The 
moderator divided the phrases into three groups: (1) 
Phrases accepted by all reviewers (2) Phrases rejected by 
all reviewers and (3) Phrases with no consensus. In the 
second round, the reviewers were provided with all the 
phrases in group 3 where consensus was not achieved 
along with a decision summary (i.e., 2 yes, 1 no or 1 
yes, 2 no) to re-evaluate their decisions (and possibly 
change them). The revised decisions were returned to the 
moderator.

The moderator performed another similar round of 
division into three groups. The phrases for which con-
sensus was not achieved after the second round were 
reviewed again in the third round. In this final round, a 
face-to-face (F2F) discussion was conducted to resolve 
the differences. If at any of the rounds a reviewer marked 

Fig. 5 An excerpt from a Radiopaedia case study [27] indicating phrases obtained by anchoring by underlines. Annotated concepts are highlighted

Fig. 6 An excerpt from a synthetic EHR illustrates some example phrases obtained by consecutive concatenation and anchoring operations. 
Annotated words are highlighted in yellow and stop words contained in such phrases are highlighted in grey. Overbars represent concatenation 
and underlines represent anchoring
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a phrase as "maybe," the phrase was reviewed by domain 
experts (GE or AE who are MDs with experience with 
COVID cases). Phrases that obtained a "yes" consensus 
by the reviewers in any of the rounds or were approved 
by either GE or AE were added to the CIT. The modera-
tor (LZ) calculated the interrater reliability [77] for the 
first two rounds of each review using the measures ’per-
cent agreement’ and ’Fleiss Kappa’ to evaluate the agree-
ment among the three reviewers.

With several iterations of concatenation and anchor-
ing, some long phrases may be obtained. The reviewers 
followed the rule that a complex concept may be added 
to CIT if it represents fine granularity information cor-
responding to chunks [22, 78].

In addition to the accept/reject decision, the review-
ers also identified multiple phrases that are synonyms 
during each iteration. These phrases were grouped and 
added as a single concept with one phrase representing 
the concept name and the others labeled as synonyms. 
It is also possible that newly accepted phrases are syno-
nyms of already existing concepts in CIT. We use the 
same approach of string matching (both exact and fuzzy 
matching) to deal with this situation.

Performance metrics
We define two performance metrics: Coverage is the per-
centage of words being annotated. Breadth is the average 
number of words per annotated concept.

The rationale for the coverage metric is that the 
higher the coverage is, the higher the amount of mean-
ingful  clinical information captured from the EHR will 
be. For example, the coverage of  the excerpt in Fig. 3 is 
7/27 = 26% with ICIT, and 12/27 = 44% with  CIT_V0.

The rationale for the breadth metric is that longer 
phrases help to better convey a chunk describing clinical 
information. For example, the chunk extensive bilateral 
pulmonary infection, with breadth 4 appears in Fig. 4. It 
conveys the intended clinical information much better 
than its three constituting SNOMED CT concepts, with 

(2)Coverage =
#annotated words

#all words
× 100

(3)Breadth =

#annotated words

#annotated concepts

breadth value of 1.33. Thus, capturing chunks rather than 
discrete individual concepts increases breadth.

Automatic enhancement of the annotation coverage 
for DStest
Since the CIT is enriched by phrases mined from DSbuild, 
it is natural that the annotation coverage of DSbuild with 
CIT will be increased after several iterations. The ques-
tion is what coverage will be achieved by annotating 
DStest by the same version of the CIT. In Fig. 7, the pink 
highlights show the text of an excerpt from DStest that is 
annotated with the CIT Version 4.2.

The annotated text in the figure contains SNOMED 
CT concepts (highlighted in green) e.g., reduced appe-
tite. The reason why those SNOMED CT concepts were 
not yet added to the CIT is that they did not appear in 
DSbuild, because those SNOMED CT concepts that 
appear in DSbuild were already identified and added to 
 CIT_V0 in the beginning of the process. Therefore, we 
can perform the DIFF operation for automatically identi-
fying these concepts and add them to CIT to obtain CIT’. 
In this way, we can increase the annotation coverage for 
DStest by using CIT’.

For example, for the excerpt of Fig. 7, the coverage of 
DStest with CIT is 8/23 = 35% but the coverage of DStest 
with CIT’ is 11/23 = 48%. This enhancement of CIT can 
be performed automatically and enables the adjustment 
of the interface terminology for each new dataset of clini-
cal notes. In this way, CIT can be dynamically adjusted to 
new datasets.

Results
As described in the Method Section, the CIT is curated 
in iterations. We performed alternating applications of 
the concatenation and anchoring operations. Hence, for 
 Vi, i = 1, 2, …, it is the case that  Vi.1 represents the ver-
sion of CIT obtained by applying concatenation to the 
version  Vi-1.2 (that is, i-1).  Vi.2 represents the version of 
CIT obtained by applying anchoring to the version  Vi.1. 

(4)

DIFF
′

=

{

DStest annotated with SNOMED CT
}

−

{

DStest annotated with CIT
}

(5)CIT ′

= CIT ∪ DIFF ′

Fig. 7 An excerpt from the Radiopaedia test case [21] of a COVID patient with concepts present in  CIT_V4.2 (highlighted in pink) and DIFF’ concepts 
from SNOMED CT (highlighted in green)
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For example, version  V2.1 is obtained by applying concat-
enation to the version  V1.2.

In Table  1, we described the review process of candi-
date phrases by the domain experts. After each opera-
tion, there are three stages of the review. In the table, 
for each stage, we list the number of phrases accepted 
as concepts into CIT, and their cumulative percentage, 
after all three reviewers accepted them. In the last three 
rows, the intermediate consensus stage was skipped, 
going directly to the F2F consensus stage, in view of the 
low number of phrases to be reviewed. Even after the 
F2F meeting, a decision was still not agreed on for a few 
phrases. For such cases, GE or AE made the final judge-
ment. The phrases accepted by GE or AE were also added 
to CIT. Hence, the total number of accepted phrases is 
the summation of the accepted phrases from the first two 
stages of review, the F2F meeting, and the final resolution 
by GE.

Table 2 reports the interrater reliability of the first two 
rounds of reviews among the three reviewers for each 
iteration measured by ’percent agreement’ and ’Fleiss’ 
Kappa’. For example, for the iteration  CIT_V1.2, in the first 
two rounds of the review, the percent agreement was 0.9 
and 0.94, and the Fleiss’ Kappa was 0.6 and 0.78. Inter-
estingly, the three reviewers have a higher agreement for 
the anchoring versions than that for the concatenation 
versions.

In Table  3, we list examples of accepted concepts. In 
the top half of the table, we list those concepts created 
by concatenation where each concatenated concept is 
enclosed with ‘|’ to the left and right of the concept name. 
The rows 1, 3, 4 and 5 show the concatenation of three 
concepts. The last concatenation example contains a stop 
word. The bottom half of the table contains examples of 
anchoring. The anchor concepts are shown in bold font. 
The last example contains two stop words.

Table 1 Statistics of extracted phrases for all versions

Version Procedure Total # of 
phrases 
extracted

# phrases 
accepted 
after 1st 
review

% phrases 
accepted 
after 1st 
review

# phrases 
accepted 
during 2nd 
review

% phrases 
accepted 
after two 
reviews

# phrases 
accepted 
after F2F 
meeting

Total # of 
phrases 
accepted

% retained 
w.r.t. total 
# phrases 
extracted

CIT_V1.1 Concatena-
tion

1197 251 20.97% 125 31.41% 120 525 43.86%

CIT_V1.2 Anchoring 2488 663 26.65% 198 34.60% 52 937 37.66%

CIT_V2.1 Concatena-
tion

972 449 46.19% 70 53.40% 33 556 57.20%

CIT_V2.2 Anchoring 1345 186 13.83% 41 16.88% 43 280 20.82%

CIT_V3.1 Concatena-
tion

395 82 20.76% 42 31.39% 29 154 38.99%

CIT_V3.2 Anchoring 206 47 22.82% – – 18 66 32.04%

CIT_V4.1 Concatena-
tion

101 9 8.91% – – 17 26 25.74%

CIT_V4.2 Anchoring 133 8 6.02% – – 1 9 6.77%

Table 2 The interrater reliability of the reviews among the three reviewers

Version Procedure Percent agreement for 1st 
review

Fleiss’ Kappa for 1st 
review

Percent agreement for 2nd 
review

Fleiss’ Kappa 
for 2nd 
review

CIT_V1.1 Concatenation 0.85 0.46 0.91 0.67

CIT_V1.2 Anchoring 0.90 0.60 0.94 0.78

CIT_V2.1 Concatenation 0.87 0.43 0.92 0.67

CIT_V2.2 Anchoring 0.91 0.54 0.94 0.72

CIT_V3.1 Concatenation 0.84 0.37 0.92 0.69

CIT_V3.2 Anchoring 0.92 0.66 – –

CIT_V4.1 Concatenation 0.83 0.23 – –

CIT_V4.2 Anchoring 0.96 0.58 – –
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In Table  4, we present examples of phrases rejected 
during the review process. The major cause for rejection 
of phrases in the initial stages was that the phrases gen-
erated are not complete. For example, |cases| of |mild| 
generated by concatenation (row 3) is a partial phrase 

(ending with an adjective and missing a noun to its right) 
corresponding to the complete phrase "cases of mild dis-
ease." In the Discussion Section we describe in detail why 
this happens and how complete phrases, correspond-
ing to these partial ones will be generated in the later 
iterations. We also show similar examples of incomplete 
phrases generated by anchoring (Table 4). For anchoring, 
since we use three rules for generating potential phrases, 
in some cases we obtain both partial and complete 
phrases in the same iteration. For example, the phrases 
Congested central, central vessels and Congested cen-
tral vessels are generated by using central as the anchor 
concept, of which the first phrase is partial and hence 
rejected (Table 4).

In Table  5, we show some examples of long phrases 
that were obtained by a sequence of concatenation and 
anchoring operations. Those phrases were accepted by 
the reviewers into the CIT as concepts, because they 
capture fine granularity information corresponding to 
chunks [22, 76]. Those phrases are complex, because they 
contain many adjectives and/or associated phrases fur-
ther describing the main object. For example, in the first 
row, the main phrase is ill-defined bilateral alveolar con-
solidation, and the associated phrase is with peripheral 
distribution. The subject of this phrase is alveolar consoli-
dation. It is described by the two adjectives preceding it 
and is further elaborated by the associated phrase.

In Table 6, we show the progression of the values of the 
coverage and the breadth metrics during the process of 
constructing the CIT. For annotating with CIDO alone, 
we obtained only 10.49% coverage for DSbuild, since the 
text of EHR notes of COVID patients did not have a high 
percentage of COVID-related terms. The breadth was 
1.13, because most concepts consisted of one word. For 
the ICIT, which integrates six COVID ontologies and 
adds COVID related concepts from several general ter-
minologies, 4202 concepts were added to the concepts of 
CIDO. This expansion approximately doubled the cover-
age to 21.36%.

Table 3 Examples of accepted phrases from  CIT_V1

Version Accepted phrases

CIT_V1.1
(Concatenation)

|widespread| |bilateral| |consolidation|

|microvascular| |dilation|

|extensive| |lung| |damage|

|left| |upper| |paratracheal lymphadenopathy|

|diffuse| |bilateral| |consolidation|

|opacification| in |both lungs|

CIT_V1.2
(Anchoring)

atelectatic bands

peripheral predominance

crazy-paving pattern
air bronchograms

subpleural fibrous streak

airspace opacification in the lungs

Table 4 Examples of rejected phrases

Procedure Rejected phrases

Concatenation |patient| had |positive|

|small| |foci of|

|cases| of |mild|

|bilateral| |mid|

|endotracheal tube| and |right|

Anchoring disease in terms

particularly at lower
SARS‑CoV‑2 and the typical

Congested central
segments of both upper
arched shape and occupies

Table 5 Examples of long accepted phrases

Long accepted phrases

|ill-defined| |bilateral| |alveolar consolidation| with |peripheral distribution|

|inter-|/ |intra-| |lobular septal thickening|

|bilateral| |consolidations with| |air bronchogram|

|rapidly| |progressive| |acute| |respiratory distress syndrome|

|calcified| |mediastinal| and |hilar| |enlarged| |lymph nodes|

|segmental| and |subsegmental| |confluent acinar consolidation|
|peripheral| |large| |areas of ground glass| with |small| |perivascular consolidations|

|discrete| |bilateral| |ground|-|glass| |opacities| with |round morphology|
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In contrast, with the large clinical terminology 
SNOMED CT, with 354,178 concepts, a coverage of 
46.96% was obtained. The much higher coverage was 
obtained, because SNOMED CT contains medical con-
cepts, e.g., medical conditions and medications that are 
not necessarily COVID related, but appear, for example, 
in the medical history of a patient. In addition, SNOMED 
CT also contains general English concepts used in EHR 
notes, e.g., time-related concepts. The breadth is only 
slightly higher (1.18), because most of the SNOMED CT 
concepts, which appear in DSbuild, consist of one word.

In  CIT_V0, we added to ICIT the concepts of the DIFF 
(see (1)) between SNOMED CT and ICIT. Thus, all the 
661 concepts of SNOMED CT that appear in DSbuild, but 
do not appear in ICIT were inserted into  CIT_V0. As a 
result, the coverage of DSbuild for the  CIT_V0, at 53.73%, 
is higher than both individual coverages of SNOMED CT 
and ICIT.

With alternating applications of concatenation and 
anchoring, we achieved meaningful increases in the first 
two iterations. The increases in the two following itera-
tions were low. During the fourth iteration, only 28 (< 50) 
concepts were added to CIT; thus, convergence was 
achieved, and the process stopped. The final coverage for 
DSbuild is 67.59% and the breadth is 2.4.

Results for DStest
As was seen above, the annotation with the final version 
of the CIT achieved a coverage of DSbuild that was higher 
by 21% than the coverage of DSbuild with SNOMED CT. 
The coverage obtained for DStest was 11.23% for CIDO, 
21.52% for ICIT and 46.74% for SNOMED CT. For those 
three terminologies, the coverages for DSbuild and DSt-

est are similar, since those three terminologies do not 
depend on DSbuild. Interestingly, the results are close for 

 CIT_V0, where the coverage is 53.33% for DStest vs 53.73% 
for DSbuild, even though the DIFF was extracted from 
DSbuild and may have missed SNOMED CT concepts that 
appeared only in DStest. Apparently, most of the concepts 
of SNOMED CT in DStest were also in DSbuild.

Using (4) and (5) in the Method section, we calcu-
lated DIFF’ based on DStest and created CIT’ =  CIT_
V4.2 ∪ DIFF’. The final annotation for DStest was performed 
by CIT’ obtaining a coverage of 59.46%, and a breadth of 
1.68. In comparison, for DSbuild, the final CIT obtained a 
coverage of 67.59% and a breadth of 2.4. Hence, our tech-
nique achieved for DStest a coverage that is about 88% of 
the coverage obtained for DSbuild. Even though CIT was 
built by extracting concepts from DSbuild, nevertheless, it 
was quite effective for annotation of DStest with CIT’. CIT’ 
was obtained by enriching CIT with DIFF’.

To illustrate the  capacity of an annotated  text to cap-
ture the content of an EHR note, we present a note from 
the test dataset with annotation coverage level which is 
close to the average annotation coverage obtained for the 
test dataset with the  CIT_V4.2’. Furthermore, to empha-
size the difference in the capability of various terminolo-
gies to capture the content of the clinical note we show 
in Fig. 8 the annotation of the same note with  CIT_V4.2’, 
CIDO and SNOMED CT in parts (a), (b) and (c), respec-
tively. The reader can try to read only the annotated text 
and assess to what extent it is reflecting the content of the 
clinical note. The figure uses the pink and green colors 
alternatingly to mark the annotated phrases to easily dis-
tinguish between consecutive phrases.

In part (b) showing the annotation with CIDO, only 
a few, most common concepts related to COVID-19 are 
annotated. The annotated text fails to communicate the 
content of the note. The situation in part (c) is much bet-
ter. A meaningful portion of the content is captured with 
the SNOMED CT concepts, but some parts of the text, 
especially parts related to the CT images are not cap-
tured. The annotation is still not capturing the complete 
content in a satisfactory fashion. In contrast in part (a) 
which shows annotation with  CIT_V4.2’ a substantial por-
tion of the content of the clinical notes is captured in the 
annotated phrases. Numerically this is manifested by the 
difference in the coverage metrics, 60.53% versus 41.45%. 
We consider some examples: "large areas of ground-glass 
opacities" is an annotated concept of  CIT_V4.2’ capturing 
the chunk by which a radiologist describes a CT image 
typical for COVID patients. In contrast the SNOMED 
CT annotation captures only two isolated words "large" 
and "glass" of this chunk. Another example is "crazy pav-
ing pattern" which is a concept of  CIT_V4.2’, but only 
"pattern" is annotated for SNOMED CT from this chunk. 
At the same time, we acknowledge many phrases that are 

Table 6 Coverage and breadth for DSbuild

Version # concepts Coverage Breadth

CIDO 7834 10.49% 1.13

SNOMED_CT 354,178 46.94% 1.18

ICIT 12,036 21.36% 1.14

CIT_V0 12,697 53.73% 1.17

CIT_V1.1 13,156 55.51% 1.38

CIT_V1.2 13,970 61.75% 1.78

CIT_V2.1 14,166 62.33% 2.19

CIT_V2.2 14,430 66.34% 2.30

CIT_V3.1 14,594 66.82% 2.35

CIT_V3.2 14,658 67.43% 2.37

CIT_V4.1 14,686 67.50% 2.39

CIT_V4.2 14,686 67.59% 2.40
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captured by SNOMED CT e.g., "suspected COVID-19" 
and "COVID-19 pneumonia".

Another distinction between the annotation with  CIT_
V4.2’ and with SNOMED CT is that  CIT_V4.2’ has con-
cepts which are long chunks missing in SNOMED CT. 
This difference is manifested by the metric ’Breadth’ with 
2.24 for  CIT_V4.2’ versus 1.21 for SNOMED CT. Consider 
for example the chunk "mostly in the peripheral and pos-
terior parts of the lungs" which is a concept in  CIT_V4.2’. 
In contrast, only two words "peripheral" and "posterior" 
are annotated separately for SNOMED CT. Such chunks 
with their semantics are necessary for capturing the con-
tent of clinical notes for performing automated research 
on textual data and many  such chunks are missing in 
reference terminologies which can be attributed to their 
design principles.

Discussion
When we compare the first applications of concatenation 
and anchoring (see Table 1), 2488 phrases were obtained 
by anchoring, while only 1197 phrases were obtained 
by concatenation. The reason for this is that in anchor-
ing, at most three phrases can be created for each CIT 
concept annotated in the text, one with the word to the 
left, one with the word to the right and the final one with 
words to the left and right. In contrast, for concatenation, 

two or more adjacent concepts annotated in the text are 
required to obtain one fine granularity phrase. Thus, 
there is more potential for anchored phrases than for 
concatenated phrases. The same phenomenon occurs 
in the second round of concatenation and anchoring. In 
later rounds, there are fewer, longer phrases and the situ-
ation becomes more complex.

The total numbers of extracted phrases for concatena-
tion in each iteration decrease monotonically: 1197, 972, 
395 and 102. We note that the phrases created in the 
second round of concatenation contain at least one new 
concept created during the previous anchoring itera-
tion, since otherwise they would have already been cre-
ated and evaluated in the first concatenation iteration. 
(Note that once a concept is evaluated and rejected, it 
is automatically removed from consideration if it is cre-
ated again, as mentioned in the Method Section.) Since 
new phrases created by concatenation depend on the 
number of phrases accepted in the previous anchoring 
iteration, a lower number of phrases in the second round 
is expected. A concatenated phrase created in the third 
round must similarly contain a concept obtained in the 
second anchoring iteration and so on, decreasing the 
number of phrases obtained in each round.

Correspondingly, a phrase obtained by anchoring in the 
second iteration, is created by anchoring a new concept 

Fig. 8 An example clinical note annotated by a  CIT_V4.2’, b CIDO, and c SNOMED CT. Annotated phrases are highlighted alternatingly with pink and 
green colors to better distinguish between consecutive annotated phrases
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accepted in the previous concatenation or anchoring 
iterations. Otherwise, such a phrase would have been 
created in the first anchoring iteration. There is, again, 
a monotonous decrease in the numbers of extracted 
phrases during the anchoring iterations, with 2055, 1345, 
206 and 134 phrases, respectively. The rationale for this 
monotonicity is similar to the situation for concatena-
tion, even though an anchored new concept could have 
been created either in the previous concatenation or in 
the previous anchoring iteration. Note that we can con-
catenate more than two concepts, but anchoring is lim-
ited to adding only one unannotated word (with zero or 
more stop words) to an annotated concept.

Since a phrase created in any iteration after the first 
one must contain concepts created in the previous 
iteration, phrases become longer as we advance in the 
process. Longer phrases have lower likelihoods to be 
accepted by the expert reviewers. Thus, the final percent-
age of accepted phrases decreases with every concatena-
tion iteration.

In Table  3, we have shown some examples of phrases 
that were not accepted for inclusion in the CIT by the 
reviewers. In the Results Section, we analyzed some 
incomplete phrases and their corresponding complete 
phrases. For example, the phrase “cases of mild disease” 
is obtained by concatenating three concepts, cases, mild, 
and disease together with the stop word of. What mat-
ters here is the order in which the individual concepts are 
combined. While “cases of mild” is a partial phrase (and 
hence rejected), “mild disease” and “cases of mild disease” 
are potential candidates for inclusion. Thus, even though 
“cases of mild” is rejected we can still obtain “cases of 
mild disease” in a future iteration by first accepting “mild 
disease” and then concatenating it with the concept cases. 
There is no loss of information except that the generation 
of such phrases is delayed enabling the correct order of 
combination.

Another example is the phrase “particularly at lower 
lobes.” First, we create |lower| |lobes| by concatena-
tion and in the next anchoring iteration, the anchor will 
be lower lobes and “particularly at lower lobes” will be 
obtained. Those examples demonstrate that the complete 
phrases corresponding to incomplete phrases that were 
rejected by the reviewers, will be generated in an alterna-
tive way, if they are potential candidates for inclusion in 
the CIT.

In Table 5, we showed the coverage and the breadth for 
each iteration. We observe that the anchoring iterations 
display higher increases in the coverage than the concat-
enation iterations. The reason for this is that, in concat-
enation, we combine two adjacent concepts in the text 
into a single concept, but not much gain is achieved for 
the coverage besides the stop words that become parts of 

the concatenated phrases. For anchoring, since unanno-
tated words are combined with annotated concepts the 
coverage increases significantly. On the other hand, the 
breadth increases during concatenation, as multiple con-
cepts are combined into one and the number of words 
per concept increases.

With regards to the DStest result, we note that the 
breadth for DStest annotated by CIT’ is 1.68 vs. 2.40 for 
DSbuild with  CIT_V4.2. The reason is that DIFF’, which 
contains concepts of SNOMED CT that were not 
included in  CIT_V4.2, consists of short SNOMED CT 
concepts in contrast to the longer concepts of CIT cre-
ated by concatenation and anchoring operations. In 
previous research [29], we calculated the coverage only 
for DSbuild, since we did not create a DStest dataset. It is 
encouraging to see, in the current research, that the gap 
between the coverages for DStest and DSbuild is relatively 
small i.e., the coverage for DStest is about 88% of the cov-
erage for DSbuild.

This paper describes Phase 1 of a research project to 
construct the CIT for annotation of EHR notes of COVID 
patients. In the future second phase, the concepts that 
were added during the iterations of concatenation 
and anchoring will serve as training data for advanced 
machine learning techniques. Using deep-learning mod-
els such as BioSyn [79] and DILBERT [80] will enable us 
to achieve better concept normalization as these mod-
els can identify most semantically similar terms corre-
sponding to concepts in a terminology and provide better 
embeddings.

As we see in Table  2, the interrater reliability among 
the three reviewers in the first iteration for the phrases 
obtained by  both  concatenation and  anchoring opera-
tions is low.  The reason for this is that the decision 
whether a phrase obtained by concatenation or anchor-
ing fits to be in CIT is often a difficult decision. On one 
hand, there are easy cases where a phrase is obviously 
a partial phrase (as explained previously) and will be 
rejected by all three reviewers, and easy cases where a 
phrase is clearly fitting as a concept of CIT and all three 
reviewers are likely to accept. On the other hand, for 
many phrases there is no clear-cut decision, especially 
when the phrases become longer.

Even in case of reference terminologies, curators some-
times disagree whether a concept should be added to the 
terminology. The decision for an interface terminology 
is even harder. There is no "definition" for the qualities 
justifying which phrases deserve to be inserted into an 
interface terminology, beyond being a concept and serv-
ing the purpose of the application for which the interface 
terminology is created. Many times, a reviewer is debat-
ing options before deciding. Thus, it is not surprising that 
interrater reliability is low. Nevertheless, the agreement 
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improves  in the 2nd review, after each reviewer has a 
chance to see the anonymous decisions of the other 
reviewers. In the third review, which is face to face inter-
action, the three reviewers were able to come to a con-
sensus decision for almost all leftover phrases. Remaining 
phrases were decided by (GE) or (AE).

This situation is similar to another problem which 
the SABOC team encountered in the past. Each con-
cept of the UMLS Metathesaurus [14] is assigned one or 
more  Semantic Type (ST) out of 131 STs of the UMLS 
Semantic Network [81]. The problem was Quality assur-
ance of the Semantic Type (ST) assignments of UMLS 
concepts which were assigned multiple semantic  types 
[82–90]. While deciding the ST of a regular UMLS con-
cept is typically straightforward, some concepts have a 
multifaceted nature and deserve multiple STs. Such con-
cepts are typically more complex and the decision about 
their proper ST assignment is more difficult. We have 
shown that for such cases the error rate of ST assign-
ments was much higher than for concepts with only one 
assigned ST. The SABOC team reported many such errors 
to the National Library of Medicine and most of them 
were indeed corrected in following releases of the UMLS. 
Similar to our current study, we saw many cases of disa-
greement among reviewers. A study [91] on the reliability 
of four reviewers who were all well versed with the UMLS 
found that each one of the reviewers was not reliable but 
that their consensus was reliable. Acknowledging that we 
are dealing in the current study with difficult decisions for 
some phrases, we enrolled three reviewers in our study 
and conducted three rounds of reviews for each iteration 
including a final face-to-face review.

A natural question that arises is whether the concepts 
in CIT can be integrated into existing ontologies such as 
SNOMED CT to enrich their conceptual content. While 
ideally integrating CIT concepts into existing ontologies 
is useful, there exist some concerns regarding the feasi-
bility. The main concern is whether the fine granularity 
concepts in CIT would be a fit for inclusion in reference 
terminologies. Every ontology/terminology is based on 
some design principles that are rarely made available 
to researchers outside of the organization. Hence, the 
final decision concerning integration, needs to be made 
by curators of the ontology, who has to balance factors 
of completeness against efficiency, usability, and main-
tainability. In addition, terminologies such as SNOMED 
CT do not have a large number of basic COVID-19 con-
cepts, so adding fine granularity concepts would require 
extra work in terms of restructuring the hierarchies and 
including additional concepts that were incorporated 
into CIT from CIDO and other COVID-related ontolo-
gies. For large ontologies/terminologies, this is not an 
easy task.

A more feasible option for integration would be to 
consider ontologies such as CIDO, that are specifically 
designed for COVID-related concepts. Since we have 
worked with curators of CIDO [56] and considering that 
CIDO is continuously maintained, in the future we will 
explore plans to make CIT available to curators of CIDO 
for concept enrichment.

Limitations
This research was done with a relatively small dataset. We 
expect higher coverage when a larger dataset will be used, 
because for a larger dataset, CIT will capture more com-
mon phrases used in EHR notes of COVID patients. Fur-
thermore, we expect the gap between the coverages of 
DSbuild and DStest to become smaller for a larger dataset. In 
future research, we will utilize a larger dataset of EHR notes 
and will also make CIT publicly available for peer reviews.

In the current research, we used manual review of the 
phrases mined from the EHR notes using concatenation 
and anchoring operations. In future, we plan to reduce 
the time for the review process by automatically reject-
ing partial phrases. For example, using part-of-speech 
taggers [92, 93] we can identify phrases that end with 
an adjective (e.g., cases of mild). In addition, key phrase 
extraction algorithms will be utilized to automatically 
extract characteristic and representative phrases from 
clinical notes [94, 95].

Conclusions
In this research, we constructed a COVID-19 Interface 
Terminology for the purpose of annotating EHR notes 
of COVID patients. The CIT developed by integrating 
concepts from existing ontologies and mining concepts 
from EHR notes, contains fine granularity concepts and 
is rich in synonyms. The CIT incorporating the collection 
of concepts added to it in this first phase of research, will 
serve as training data for machine learning techniques in 
the second phase, thereby enhancing the CIT even more 
and scaling the annotations to larger volumes of EHR 
notes of COVID-19 patients.
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